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Abstract
The recent consultative papers by the Basel Committee suggest an explicit role for external rating
agencies in the assessment of the credit risk of banks￿ assets. In this context, an assessment of the
information contained in credit ratings is important. We address this issue via an event study of
rating change announcements by leading international rating agencies, focussing on a sample of
European banks. We find no evidence of announcement effects on bond prices. We are largely able
to exclude lack of liquidity as an explanation for this puzzling result and suggest some alternatives,
such as ￿too-big-to-fail.￿ For equity prices, we find strong effects of unexpected ratings changes and
confirm prior evidence that stock prices may react very differently to ratings downgrades, depending
on the underlying reason. Overall, our results suggest that ratings agencies may perform a useful role
in summarising and obtaining non-public information on banks, at least for stockholders.
JEL classification system: G21, G14, G18
Keywords: bond ratings; event study; banks; abnormal returnsNon-technical Summary 
 
The changes to the regulatory framework proposed by the recent consultative papers of the 
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision include as part of the “standardised approach” the 
introduction of banks specific ratings as a basis for risk weights in the calculation of 
regulatory capital. In this paper, we examine the information content of changes in ratings for 
a sample of European banks. We estimate abnormal returns for stock and bond prices, 
controlling for expected versus unexpected ratings changes, contaminating information and 
consensus versus diverging ratings changes. For equity prices, we find strong effects of 
unexpected, consenting ratings changes, although some of our results may suffer from 
contamination by other contemporaneous news events. If we make the distinction between a 
ratings change motivated by a change in the earnings outlook of a bank versus an increase in 
volatility, we find strongly negative abnormal returns in the first case. In contrast, a 
downgrade motivated by an increase in risk results in a positive abnormal return in the 
second. We also find a much larger price reaction to ratings changes that establish a 
consensus than vice versa. We do not detect any significant relationship between ratings 
changes and bond returns, both overall and for any of our subgroups. We caution, however, 
against concluding that ratings have little or no impact on bond prices and therefore, ratings 
may contain little or no informational value. We explore a number of alternative explanations. 
One, our data may suffer from a infrequent trading or stale price quotes. If this were the case, 
actual, unobserved bond prices would adjust to the event instantaneously, but the data would 
exhibit a pattern that would suggest that the adjustment takes place over an extended period of 
time as price quotes only slowly adjust. We find little evidence of this in the data. Second, 
pre-announcement leakage would suggest that the absence of announcement effects is due to 
information about the ratings change or about the factors that prompted the change becoming 
public before the ratings change is announced. This could explain the absence of 
announcement effects. We, however, find pre-announcement leakage that is small and 
insignificant and of the wrong sign for both upgrades and downgrades. Further, we divided 
our sample of bonds in three different ways in an attempt to focus on more liquid bonds. We 
concentrated, first, on bonds from the 10 largest banks in the sample, second, on ratings 
changes that occurred in 1999 and 2000, based on the conjecture that liquidity may have 
improved more recently, and third we concentrated on bonds included in the corporate bond 
indices of a major bond database, since such indices focus on the larger and more liquid 
issues. All three attempts did not provide any evidence of price impacts from ratings 
announcements. To provide further evidence on data quality we also tested whether or not our 
estimates of abnormal returns may be affected by nontrading effects, due to infrequent trading 
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stock data, we did find some evidence of such effects in bond data, but a re-estimation of the 
market model including a one-period lag of the market return yielded no change in the lack of 
response in bond prices. Given the strong results for stock prices, we offer two explanations 
for the failure of bonds to respond to ratings changes. One, bond prices do not react to ratings 
changes, because bondholders believe –rightly or wrongly- that they would be bailed out in 
any event, if the bank were to run into serious problems. Given that the banks in the sample 
are all large, we cannot rule out that “too big to fail” is the driving force behind our “non-
result.” Second, we cannot exclude the possibility that the reason for the result is that all 
banks in our sample were quite far away from the default point. It has recently been suggested 
that bond prices stay stable in the face of considerable stock price volatility and only react 
close to default. If this is the case, the evidence in this paper would not necessarily suggest 
that implicit safety net prevents meaningful monitoring by bondholders. Although 
inconclusive, the apparently relatively weak monitoring by bondholders raises some doubts 
regarding the effectiveness of a subordinated debt requirement as a supervisory tool in the 
European context. The workability of subordinated debt requirements would be strongly 
dependent upon to what extent bondholders believe that banks can fail, in addition to a careful 
implementation of the other features of Calomiris’ [1999] proposal. Our paper also raises the 
possibility that, in the context of stock markets, due to relatively lax disclosure requirements 
of banks in some European countries, rating agencies can perform an important role in 
bringing information to the market. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The changes to the regulatory framework proposed by the recent consultative papers of the Basel 
Committee on Banking Supervision
2 include as part of the “standardised approach” the introduction of 
banks specific ratings as a basis for risk weights in the calculation of regulatory capital. Under the rules 
currently in place, the weights for claims on banks are entirely determined by whether the bank is based 
in an OECD or a non-OECD country. This has been widely criticised as too broad-brush, giving 
incentives for regulatory arbitrage, and ultimately inducing additional instability into the banking sector. 
The consultative paper attempts to address some of these criticisms by proposing two options under the 
standardised approach to the calculation of regulatory capital. Under option 1, the risk weight of banks 
would be determined by the bank’s country of incorporation, with the bank receiving a risk weight one 
category worse than the country. Under option 2, the bank’s risk weight is determined by its own rating.
3 
This proposal, however, also raises a number of questions, including the relatively favourable treatment 
of unrated banks relative to poorly rated banks. In this paper we focus on the informational relevance of 
bank ratings, in the sense of how much additional information a rating by a major ratings agency conveys 
relative to the information already contained in bank bond and stock prices.  
 
Bond ratings are designed to measure default risk only, not the risk of price changes due, for example, to 
shifts in expectations about monetary policy or inflation. There are two alternative views of the 
information about default risk in the ratings produced by agencies. One view is that the rating agencies 
have access to publicly available information only and that the agencies generally lag the market in 
processing that information. According to this view, bond ratings should not affect market prices, if 
capital markets are efficient in semi-strong form. Proponents of this view argue that the frequency with 
which rating agencies review companies is too low even to generate timely summaries of relevant public 
information. An alternative view is that rating agencies are specialists at obtaining (including from the 
management of the rated companies) and processing information, and thereby generate information on 
default risk that was not previously in the public domain. Consequently, based on this view, rating 
changes should affect security prices. Clearly, there is a much stronger case for the use of ratings in bank 
supervision if the latter rather than former view is correct. 
 
Our examination of the information content of bank ratings is in part motivated by Altman and Saunders 
[2001], who raise a number of issues regarding the use of ratings systems in the reformed capital 
adequacy framework as proposed in the consultative papers. Altman and Saunders [2001] criticise the use 
                                                       
2
3 The second option would also allow for lower risk weights on short-term claims on banks. The risk weights would 
rang from 20 percent for claims on banks in countries rated AAA or AA, 50 percent for banks in countries rated A, 
100 percent for banks in unrated countries or countries rated BB or B, to 150 percent for banks in countries rated 
CCC or below. 
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 See Basel Committee on Banking Supervision [2001].  
of ratings, arguing that ratings agencies move slowly and that their ratings are often inflexible. Their 
results suggest that the ability of ratings to predict default is poor and, hence, that their usefulness as a 
basis for the calculation of risk weights is limited. They (and others) have also noted that credit ratings 
tend to be cyclical, falling during recessions and after credit quality has already declined. This implies 
that banks would be required to increase capital (or cut lending to borrowers) when the economy and 
health of borrowers are most fragile—this clearly falls short of the ideal whereby banks would build-up 
capital prior to declines in the credit quality of their portfolios. They also argue that credit spreads are 
much more accurate leading predictors of default rates. Their arguments suggest that rating agencies 
provide little if any new information to the market, but rather reflect information already incorporated in 
market prices. This paper attempts to test this question for a sample of European banks. 
 
The paper is also related to recent proposals (e.g. U.S. Shadow Financial Regulatory Committee [2000], 
Calomiris [1999]) to replace or supplement mandatory capital requirements with mandatory subordinated 
debt requirements. Calomiris [1999] argues that a subordinated debt requirement would expose banks to 
the discipline of the market, especially if the subordinated debt requirement were to be supplemented by a 
requirement that the bank is to issue new subordinated debt on a regular basis. If the issuing banks’ asset 
quality is perceived to have deteriorated, the spread that the bank’s debt would increase, giving strong 
disincentives to take on additional risk.
4 It is difficult to provide empirical evidence on Calomiris’ 
proposal. This paper may have insofar a bearing on the issue in that it provides a test of the 
responsiveness of bond prices to news, although we use secondary market data, rather than primary 
market data as envisaged by Calomiris. If bond prices do not react to ratings changes, because banks are 
perceived to be implicitly insured ("too big to fail”), the effectiveness of a subordinated debt requirement 
would depend on re-assurances that a bail out will not take place under any circumstances. Of course, 
Calomiris embedded his subordinated debt proposals in a new and quite different regulatory and 
supervisory environment, which we are obviously unable to replicate. 
 
A further motivation for the paper comes from the fact that there are no studies using European data 
analysing the impact of ratings changes on bond or stock prices. A test for European banks is a useful 
sensitivity test to the earlier studies using U.S. data. Further, the question of the role of external ratings 
has been especially criticised in the European context on the grounds that the penetration of ratings in 
Europe is much lower than in the Anglo-Saxon world. Hence, the use of external ratings in bank 
supervision may create a playing field that is unfairly tilted towards countries with a longer tradition of 
external ratings. This suggests that event studies of the sort conducted in this paper may be of particular 
relevance in Europe. 
                                                       
4 Alternatively or in addition, bondholders may step in and assume managerial responsibility, when the bank’s 
condition deteriorates (Dewatripont and Tirole [1993]) 
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In this paper we examine the information content of changes in ratings for a sample of European banks. 
We estimate abnormal returns for stock and bond prices, controlling for expected versus unexpected 
ratings changes, contaminating information and consensus versus diverging ratings changes. For equity 
prices, we find strong effects of unexpected, consenting ratings changes, although some of our results 
may suffer from contamination by other contemporaneous news events. In contrast, we find little 
announcement effects on bond prices and examine a large number of alternative reasons for this finding. 
We also test for pre-announcement and post announcement effects, but find little evidence of either. 
Overall, our results suggest that ratings agencies may perform a useful role in summarising and obtaining 
non-public information on banks, although bond prices do seem to react to this information. We offer a 
number of explanations for this finding. 
 
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we summarise the relevant previous 
literature. In section 3, we present some of the conceptual issues in the context of analysing the effect of 
ratings on bond and stock prices. Section 4 describes the data and the empirical methodology. In Section 
5 we present the results, and we assess the robustness of the results in Section 6. Section 7 concludes. 
 
 
2. Previous  Literature 
 
This paper is related to a number of related strands of literature. There is a voluminous body of literature 
investigating the effect of ratings changes on corporate stocks and bonds—though not specifically banks 
as in our paper. Early studies (e.g. Pinches and Singleton [1978]) using monthly data tended to find mixed 
evidence on the announcement effect of ratings changes. Studies using daily data have been more 
successful at detecting impacts. For example, the results of Hand et al. [1992] suggest that bond prices 
respond negatively to downgrades and positively to upgrades. These results apply both to actual ratings 
changes and prospective ratings changes, which are signalled by putting the company on “credit watch.” 
This study would imply, therefore, that ratings agencies’ assessment matter for market participants and 
that ratings agencies produce analysis and information that was not previously fully in the public domain. 
Goh and Ederington [1993] analyse the impact of ratings announcements on stock prices rather than bond 
prices, using a sample of U.S corporates. They find that ratings downgrades associated with deteriorating 
firm prospects result in a negative effect on stock prices. In contrast, downgrades associated with an 
increase in leverage result in positive effects on stock prices, as an increase in leverage shifts wealth from 
bondholders to shareholders. 
 
Most recently, in a very interesting paper, Kliger and Sarig [2000] make use of Moody’s refinement of its 
ratings system in 1982. The refinement, which introduced sub-partitions to their previous ratings system 
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was not associated with any fundamental change in issuers’ risk and was carried out simultaneously for 
all bonds. The authors find that this purely technical refinement resulted in abnormal returns around its 
announcement date, which would suggest that ratings per se contain some informational value. It also 
suggests that market participants tend to believe that ratings agencies have access to some non-public 
information or have a comparative advantage in processing public information. 
 
There are also at least two U.S. studies, which investigate the question of whether ratings changes matter 
specifically for banks. As Schweitzer et al. [1992] argue, there are reasons to think that ratings changes 
might have a different impact on banks as highly regulated entities, as opposed to corporates. They note 
that the regulation of an industry may increase the amount of information available to the market. If so, 
the informational value of firm-specific events may be less for highly regulated firms. Indeed, Wansley 
and Dhillon [1989] and Plonchek et al. [1989] find that the announcement effect of new security issues is 
smaller for banks than for industrial firms, and Asquith and Mullins [1986] report analogous findings for 
equity issues made by public utilities. On the other hand, Schweitzer et al. [1992] note that bank 
regulators may withhold adverse information in order to sustain depositor confidence in a troubled bank 
and avoid bank runs and/or because the existence of a troubled bank may reflect badly upon the 
regulator’s performance. If so, abnormal returns associated with unfavourable bank debt rating changes 
would be more pronounced than those for industrial firms.  
 
Against this background, for a sample of U.S bank holding companies Schweitzer et al. [1992] find 
statistically significant effects around the announcement date of ratings changes. While the effects are 
statistically significant, they are small, as ratings downgrades are associated with abnormal returns of 
about 1.5 percent. This is small in comparison to pre-announcement abnormal returns in the order of 
magnitude of 10-20 percent. They find even smaller abnormal returns for upgrades, of around 1 percent. 
The authors also test whether the effect of ratings changes on banks is statistically different from those on 
corporates. While for upgrades they find no statistically significant difference, for downgrades banks 
appear to react significantly more than corporates. This lends credence to the hypothesis that bank 
regulators do indeed withhold negative information from market participants, and that bond rating 
agencies perform some role in bringing adverse information about banks to the capital market. Billet et al. 
[1998], also in a sample of U.S. bank holding companies, confirm the negative announcement effect of 
downgrades. Interestingly they argue that the share of insured deposits in total liabilities is the most 
important variable in explaining abnormal returns and conclude that banks can shield themselves from the 
full costs of market discipline through increases in insured deposits. Finally, a recent paper by Richards 
and Deddouche [1999] analyses the effect of ratings changes for banks in emerging markets and finds that 
stock prices do not respond or respond counterintuitively to announcements of ratings changes. 
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Some related evidence on the role of market discipline in bank behaviour is provided by Simons and 
Cross [1991], who show that stock market returns gave little advance warning to regulators in case of 22 
U.S. bank holding companies, whose CAMEL ratings were downgraded by regulators between 1981 and 
1987. On the other hand, Berger and Davies [1998] find that in the eight-week window following 
(unannounced) CAMEL rating downgrades, the stocks of affected banks on average showed cumulative 
negative abnormal returns of nearly 5 percent. This finding is consistent with the notion that supervisors 
uncover information during examinations, which subsequently either leaks to the markets or is reported 
via the normal reporting process. Further, Berger et al. [2000] show that confidential supervisory 
assessments have explanatory power with respect to rating agency assessments. However, they also find 
that bond ratings can help predict supervisory assessments, and that both combined are more accurate in 
predicting future bank performance than supervisory assessments alone. Overall, Berger et al. conclude 
that all parties—supervisors, rating agencies and the market—produce valuable complementary 
information, which may improve corporate governance of banks. In the European context, Sironi [2000] 
analyses the predictive power of ratings for credit spreads on subordinated debt using a unique dataset of 
subordinated debentures credit spreads. He finds that credit ratings are a more powerful predictor of credit 
spreads than accounting variables. 
 
3.  Theory and Hypotheses 
 
In addition to outright changes in ratings, Hand et al. [1992] have stressed that it is important to also 
consider the information contained in the “credit watch list.” Companies are added to the credit watch list, 
if the rating agency believes that a rating change is likely. This information is supplemented by the 
expected direction of the change, e.g. there may be “indicated upgrades”, “indicated downgrades” or 
“developing.” The credit watch would indicate “developing,” if a ratings change of unknown direction is 
likely. In this paper, we follow Hand et al. [1992] and use credit watches in two ways. First, we examine 
abnormal returns around credit watches, testing whether they contain market relevant information. 
Second, we use them as a means of distinguishing between anticipated and unanticipated ratings changes. 
As in Hand et al. [1992] we argue that a ratings change that is preceded by a ratings watch in the same 
direction should be largely anticipated and, hence, should not necessarily be associated with a reaction in 
market prices. 
 
Insofar as bond ratings convey new information to the market, the expected effect of a ratings downgrade 
(upgrade) on bond prices is clear: In case of a downgrade (upgrade), the bond price should fall (rise). 
However, Goh and Ederington [1993] point out that the issue is less straightforward for equity prices. 
They argue that a rating downgrade would be expected to have a negative impact on stock prices if the 
ratings agency possesses new negative information about the firm’s earnings or sales. A downgrade 
should be good news for stockholders, however, if it reflects the anticipation that the firm will take 
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actions that transfer wealth from bondholders to stockholders. In particular, one would not expect a 
negative reaction if a bond were downgraded in response to an anticipated increase in leverage. Hence in 
our empirical analysis we will examine the reaction of stock prices to ratings changes conditional on the 
reason for the ratings change. 
 
We also follow the previous literature (e.g. Hand et al. [1992], Richards and Deddouche [1999]) in 
distinguishing between “contaminated” and “uncontaminated” ratings changes. We consider a ratings 
change as contaminated, if there were earnings announcements or other relevant news stories around the 
announcement. Our definition then would consider a ratings change uncontaminated when no such news 
occurred during this short period. We make this distinction, in order to ensure that the stock or bond price 
reaction is in fact due to the ratings change and not due to the confounding event (including another rating 
change that immediately precedes). 
 
Finally, we analyse the issue of deviating and consenting ratings changes. In our empirical analysis we 
use the ratings of three major ratings agencies, Standard and Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch IBCA. We 
consider a ratings change to be deviating, if after a consensus rating of all agencies, one of the agencies 
deviates from this consensus. In contrast, a ratings change will be considered as consenting, if a rating is 
changed by one of the agency towards the already existing ratings by the other two. Our expectation is 
that a deviating ratings change may have a larger impact on prices than a ratings change that aligns one 
agency with the other two. 
 
In summary, we test the following hypotheses: 
•  Are unexpected downgrades (upgrades) associated with positive (negative) abnormal returns in bond 
prices? 
•  Do bond prices react differently to expected versus unexpected ratings changes? 
•  Do bond and stock prices react differently to rating downgrades than upgrades, i.e. is the information 
contained in external ratings particularly relevant in the context of bad news?
5  
•  Are unexpected downgrades (upgrades) associated with positive (negative) abnormal returns in stock 
prices, conditioning on the fact that the reason for the ratings change is a change in the bank’s 
financial prospects or performance? 
•  Are unexpected downgrades (upgrades) associated with negative (positive) abnormal returns in stock 
prices, conditioning on that the reason for the ratings change is a potential shift in wealth from 
bondholders to stockholders? 
                                                       
5 A major reason for testing this is the notion that management has strong incentives to announce good news to the 
market but may be less likely to convey bad new to the market: hence there is a potentially greater role for rating 
agencies in discovering negative news about the bank.  
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•  Is there a statistically significant difference between the effect on bond and stock returns of 
“consenting” and “diverging” ratings changes? 
 
4.  Data and Estimation Method 
 
We started compiling our data set by using the Bloomberg database to identify banks that experienced 
ratings changes, were listed at a major European stock exchange, and also had a major subordinated debt 
instrument outstanding. We concentrated on the long term bond rating of Moody’s and Fitch/IBCA and 
Standard and Poor’s local and foreign currency long term bond ratings. We attempted to focus on 
subordinated bonds with larger amounts outstanding, in order to ensure some liquidity in the trading of 
the instrument and we limited ourselves to analysing straight debt instruments.
6 Whenever feasible, we 
aimed for bonds of at least five years in remaining maturity and focussed on fixed rate rather than variable 
rate bonds. We supplemented this information by data contained in the databases of ratings agencies 
themselves, as Bloomberg’s coverage of ratings and ratings changes turned out to be incomplete. Once 
appropriate events were identified, we obtained daily stock and bond price data for 100 trading days 
before the ratings change and 40 days after. In order to distinguish between expected and unexpected 
events, we identified whether the ratings change occurred after a ratings watch in the same direction, i.e. 
whether a downgrade (upgrade) occurred after a negative (positive) outlook notice. If so, we designate the 
ratings change as expected. We also analyse the ratings watches as separate events. Further, in order to 
identify contaminated ratings changes, we scanned news stories in Bloomberg one day before, one the 
day of the event and one day after the ratings change for news regarding the bank. If we identify a story, 
which revealed the reasoning for the ratings change, we consider the event as contaminated. Finally, as 
discussed above, the reason for the ratings change may matter for the effect of ratings changes on stock 
prices. Hence, for each ratings change we attempted to identify its reason, as given by the ratings agency, 
which we also obtained from Bloomberg. 
 
With the event specified as day 0, we defined the period from –1 to +1 as the event window, the period 
from –100 to –6 as the estimation window and the period from +2 to +40 as the post-announcement 
period. This set up gives us about five months of data to estimate the market model. Including data after 
the event allows us to analyse the post-announcement performance of the bonds and stocks in the sample. 
                                                       
6 There is, of course, the general problem that bonds are typically less liquid that stocks, and that the reported prices 
are often indicative quotes rather than actual trades. Even in the United States, which has a very active corporate 
bond market, corporate bonds are relatively illiquid and it can be hard to get accurate up-to-date pricing of all but a 
few benchmark issues. The prices we use are the midpoint of the bid and ask closing prices reported by Bloomberg. 
Because the prices reported by any particular market maker may not be exactly current, Bloomberg calculates 
indicative prices based on the quotes from several different market makers. In searching for prices, we encountered 
the problem, which has previously been mentioned by Goh and Ederington [1992] that some bond prices reported in 
Bloomberg are not market prices, but rather are actually predicted prices. The calculation is performed using, inter 
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alia, ratings as an input. We carefully checked our data in order to avoid this problem and are reasonably confident 
that none of the prices in this paper are in fact imputed.  
We defined the event window somewhat wider than just one day, because we do not have information on 
the announcement time and, hence, it is impossible for us to determine whether the announcement was 








We use the estimation window to estimate a standard market model, in which we use the respective stock 
market index (for stock returns) and the government bond index (for bond returns) of the country as the 
market indicator.
7 We considered using a multifactor model, which would have included the sector 
specific stock market index for bank stocks in the respective country, but were unable to obtain consistent 
data for all countries.
8 In addition, we were concerned that other banks may be affected by the event that 
we are studying, in which case the results would be biased against finding significant abnormal returns. 
 
We estimate for each event i 
 
it cmt i i it R R ε β α + + =          (1) 
 
where Rit denotes the log return of asset (bond or stock) i in period t and Rcmt denotes the log return of the 
market portfolio m, in country c, in period t. (1) is estimated using the data from –100 to –6.
9 Using the 
data for the event widow, (-1 to +1), we then calculate the abnormal return as 
 
cmt i i it it R R AR β α ˆ ˆ − − =      (2) 
 
Using the abnormal return obtained in (2) we calculate the average abnormal return as 
 
                                                                                                                                                                           
7 For bonds, the market indices that we used were the JP Morgan government securities total return index or the 
corresponding Morgan Stanley indices, typically for maturities of 3-5 or 5-7 years. 
8 See MacKinlay [1997] for a comprehensive overview over the different estimation methods. 
9 As we estimate the model with daily data, it is likely that non-normality, for example in the form of excess kurtosis 
is present in the data. Cable and Holland [2000] point out that robust estimation will not necessarily solve this 
problem, but that averaging over events, as we do, will generally remove it. 
Estimation Window  Event Window 
Day -100  Day -5  Day 0  Day +1  Day +40  Day -1 
Post Announcement 
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where n represents the number of events and  i α ˆ  and  i β ˆ  are the estimated coefficients from (1). We 
follow the previous literature and calculated the average abnormal return for the event window (AAR) 
across events and the cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR).
10 In order to evaluate the statistical 
significance of the average abnormal returns in the event window, we use the standard deviation of the 
average abnormal return in the estimation window, which is denoted by 
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where τ1, τ2 is the time interval under consideration. Under the assumption of i.i.d. normally distributed 
abnormal returns, the ratio of the average abnormal return to the standard deviation is distributed as a 
Student’s t with n degrees of freedom. Further, under these assumptions, the standard deviation of the 
CAAR is given by s(AARt) multiplied by the square root of the number of periods in the cumulated 
return. 
 
5. Descriptive  Statistics 
 
Our sampling procedure yielded a sample of 186 events, of which bond data were available for 129 events 
and stock data were available for 163 events.
11 The events involve a total of 32 banks and span the period 
from 1989 to 2000. This relatively small number of banks in our sample relative to the universe of 
European banks of about 8000 highlights a number of salient features of European banking. First, ratings 
penetration is relatively limited. Second, significant segments of the banking sector did not enter our 
analysis, because they did not experience a ratings change. For example, the entire savings banks sector 
(“Sparkassen”) in Germany is rated AAA, as it continues to enjoy a full government guarantee.
12 And 
third, while we were able to obtain ratings for more banks than reflected in this sample, the availability of 
bond data, which satisfied our requirements in terms of liquidity and size, was severely limited.  
   
Table 1 gives a breakdown of the sample by country. The sample includes banks from all 15 European 
Union members, except Luxembourg, Sweden, Greece and Portugal. The larger countries are represented 
with 3 (Italy) to 7 (France) banks and with up to 31 events (France). While we were concerned about the 
                                                       
10
 where n represents the number of events. Then summing across time, we obtain the cumulative average
11
abnormal return for any time period     to    or
12 The guarantee currently faces a legal challenge in a European court. The suit was brought forward by private 
sector competitors, on the grounds that it gives the “Sparkassen” an unfair advantage, in particular in terms of 
funding.  










Using the abnormal return obtained in (2) we calculate the average abnormal return as 










relatively small sample size, our sample size is well in line with those reported in the literature. In 
Richards and Deddouche [1999], for example, the estimation is performed with 219 ratings changes, in 
Schweitzer et al. [1992] it is only 18. Note, however, that when considering some of our refinements, i.e. 
when we look at the effect of an expected downgrade on stock prices, where the downgrade is motivated 
by a deterioration in earnings (as opposed to an increase in leverage), sample sizes may be further 
reduced. 
 
Table 2 provides additional information on our sample by providing a breakdown by year, 
upgrade/downgrade/credit watch and also gives some information on relevant characteristics of the 
events. The increase in the number of events over time is primarily a reflection of the increasing coverage 
of ratings agencies in Europe during the 1990s. In total, the sample consists of 112 downgrades and 74 
upgrades, including 43 “negative” ratings watches and 31 “positive” watches, respectively. The frequency 
of ratings watches also increases greatly over time. Our sample is relatively balanced with regards to its 
composition by ratings agency, with events driven by a change in ratings of Moody’s somewhat in excess 
of one third of all events and Standard & Poor’s and Fitch IBCA splitting the remainder.  
   
Of the 112 downgrades, about twenty percent are expected, where we define an expected downgrade as 
one which was preceded by a “negative” ratings watch.
13 The proportion of upgrades that were preceded 
by a ratings watch is somewhat smaller, at about 15 percent. The data presented in Table 2 also highlight 
that ratings agencies have a tendency to move relatively carefully. Of the total of 186 events, ratings were 
adjusted by more than one notch only 6 times, five times in case of downgrades and only once in case of 
upgrade. We were also interested in the proportion of cases, in which a ratings agency decided to move 
away from an established consensus. Recall that we defined a consensus as the agreement of two or more 
ratings agencies on the rating. If in such a case one of the ratings agencies decided to change its rating, we 
called that a diverging ratings change. Our sample contains 39 such cases, involving 23 downgrades and 
16 upgrades. 
 
As discussed above, when analysing the effect of ratings changes on stock prices, it may be important to 
understand the reasoning behind the change. We were able to ascertain the reason for the ratings change 
in 131 of the 186 events from Bloomberg. Of the 131 cases we attempt to distinguish between a ratings 
adjustment that is based on a deterioration or improvement in the earnings outlook and a ratings 
adjustment that is based in an increase or reduction in the riskiness of the bank’s overall strategy. We 
                                                       
13 It should be noted that the agencies also assign “outlooks” to their ratings. Whereas ratings watches indicate a 
substantial probability of a rating change in the near future, rating outlooks merely indicate a possible direction for 
the rating in the medium term. We do not include changes in outlooks as events in this paper.  
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found that the Bloomberg story (or other sources) about the ratings change did not always contain enough 
information to make this distinction in a fully accurate manner. Hence, we decided to code all ratings 
changes due to merger activity as events which reflect a change in the riskiness of the bank’s strategy and 
therefore may be good news for shareholders and bad news for bondholders, or vice versa. Using this 
criterion we found that of the 131 ratings changes, 50 were due to a merger announcement. The remaining 
81 events were prompted by a change in the earnings outlook. 
 
Finally, in the empirical analysis it is quite important to ensure that there are no contaminating news 
stories in the event window. If there are, the estimates of the information content of ratings changes may 
be biased upward, as asset prices may have reacted to the other news rather than to the ratings change. We 
used Bloomberg to check whether in the event window (i.e. from –1 to +1), there were relevant news 
stories in Bloomberg. We found a relevant news story in 70 of the 186 events in our sample. Note that by 
excluding all contaminated events we may introduce a downward bias into the results, in the sense that 
the release of this information may have been prompted by the expectation of the downgrade or upgrade 
of the firm. Put differently, the bank may not have made this information public had it not known that the 
ratings agency would be releasing the information in any event. In this regard, ratings agencies may 
perform a useful public service, by “forcing” banks to release information, especially negative news. Our 




The results are reported in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 contains average abnormal returns for the event day 
only, while Table 4 reports cumulative average abnormal returns for a slightly extended event window 
(days -1 to +1). Both tables break the results down by bond and stock returns. We report results for 
upgrades and downgrades separately, as well as together
14, partially motivated by our objective to 
maintain more reasonable sample sizes. In addition, there are breakdowns by the reason for the ratings 
change for stocks and by a number of different categories, such as expected vs. unexpected, contaminated 
vs. uncontaminated and diverging vs. consenting for both bonds and stocks. For all groups and sub-
groups we report the sample size.  
   
We do not detect any significant relationship between ratings changes and bond returns, both overall and 
for any of our subgroups. The estimated abnormal returns (or price impacts) associated with ratings 
changes are always very small, and although the standard error of average abnormal returns is low (which 
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reflects the low volatility of daily bond returns), the estimated abnormal returns are never statistically 
significant. One is tempted to conclude that ratings have little or no impact on bond prices and therefore, 
ratings may contain little or no informational value. Markets apparently do not react to ratings changes 
when pricing bonds. However, we would caution against drawing firm conclusions from the results, as 
they may equally well be explained by a number of other factors. These may include poor data quality, 
widespread implicit safety nets or may be the result of the generally relatively thin and illiquid bond 
markets in Europe during segments of our sample period. Further, we can also not exclude the possibility 
that bond prices only react close to the default point to information. This possibility has been raised 
recently in the literature, for example in market reports (e.g. Credit Suisse First Boston [2001]) and in the 
academic literature (Gropp, Vesala and Vulpes [2001]).
15 Some of these candidate explanations will be 
further explored below.  
 
Taking the signs and magnitudes of the estimates at face value (and abstracting from the issue of 
significance), we do find some sensible results for the three-day event window. For example, upgrades are 
associated with a positive abnormal return of 3 basis points during our event window, while downgrades 
are associated with a negative abnormal return of 3 basis points during the same period. Further, grouping 
the upgrades and downgrades together, the results would imply a small impact for unexpected ratings 
changes, but none for expected changes. 
 
In order to make some attempt at distinguishing between the explanations for the non-response of bond 
prices to ratings changes, we analysed whether the data exhibit any post-event drift. If our data suffer 
from a infrequent trading or stale price quotes, we would expect to see evidence of post-event drift. 
Actual, unobserved bond prices would adjust to the event instantaneously, but the data would exhibit a 
pattern that would suggest that the adjustment takes place over an extended period of time as price quotes 
slowly adjust to the new equilibrium price that reflects the ratings announcement. We examined this by 
calculating mean abnormal returns in the period following our event window. For the period of day +2 to 
day +40 (i.e., around two months), we find cumulative abnormal returns of –27 basis points for 
downgrades and zero for upgrades. Neither estimate is statistically significant, however. Although the 
lack of statistical significance is a major caveat, the estimate for downgrades (which one would expect 
should probably be larger than any effect from upgrades) is consistent with the idea that the data may 
indeed be subject to non-trading problems. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                           
14 When combining upgrades and downgrades we are essentially treating downgrades as negative upgrades, with an 
expected positive (negative) sign for the abnormal return if the rating change is considered as good (bad) news for 
the holders of the asset (debt or equity). 
15 Gropp, Vesala and Vulpes [2001] estimate a proportional hazard model on bank defaults and find that bond 
spreads react only in very close proximity to the actual default. 
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In addition, we also estimated preannouncement leakage by calculating cumulative abnormal returns in 
the period from day –40 to day –2.
16 Preannouncement leakage would suggest that the absence of 
announcement effects is due to information about the ratings change or about the factors that prompted 
the change becoming public before the ratings change is announced. This could explain the absence of 
announcement effects. We, however, find preannouncement drift that is small and insignificant and of the 
wrong sign for both upgrades and downgrades. We find this surprising in light of other studies that has 
shown substantial preannouncement drift of the expected sign and take it as further evidence of the 
potentially relatively low quality of the bond data in our sample. We address the question of data quality 
further in the following section on robustness. 
 
Turning to stock prices, we find that overall, ratings changes have statistically significant and 
economically substantial effects. We find that upgrades are associated with positive abnormal returns of 
1.2 percent on the day of the upgrade and of 1.5 percent in the event window (days -1 to +1). Similarly, 
we find that downgrades are associated with an abnormal return of –0.5 percent on the day of the 
downgrade, although they do not have a significant effect on stock prices when looking at the broader 
event window. In contrast to some of the previous literature (e.g. Schweitzer et al. [1992]), we do not find 
that prices react more strongly to downgrades, which might have suggested that banks and supervisors are 
more reluctant to reveal negative information to the market than positive information. 
 
The results are event stronger when we follow Goh and Ederington’s [1993] intuition that the reason for 
the ratings change may matter. If we make this distinction, we find a negative abnormal return of –0.8 
percent on the day of the event for a downgrade motivated by a deterioration in the earnings outlook of 
the bank. In contrast, a downgrade motivated by an increase in risk results in a positive abnormal return of 
+1.7 percent. Considering the slightly longer period from day –1 to day +1, we find similar results—a 
downgrade motivated by a deterioration in earnings outlook (an increase in risk) is associated with a 
negative abnormal return of –1.1 percent (+1.9 percent). These findings support the notion that stock 
prices react favourably to an increase in volatility of the underlying assets and that rating agencies have 
access to private information or at least perform a useful role in summarising public information. 
 
We can also examine the information content of ratings changes in a broader context by testing for 
abnormal returns over longer pre- or post-announcement periods. For the pre-announcement period, we 
calculate cumulative abnormal returns over days –40 to –2, differentiating between rating changes that 
occurred for profitability as opposed to risk reasons. For both cases, we find little evidence of substantial 
drift, with either the upgrades or downgrades taking the “wrong” sign, and the cumulative abnormal 
                                                       
16 For both bonds and stocks, we calculate preannouncement drift in the period from days –40 to -2 using parameter 
estimates from a market model estimated using data for days –100 to –41 and also for days +2 to +40: the latter data 
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are included (as in other studies) in an attempt to improve the precision of estimates of market model parameters.  
return for the combined sample of upgrades and downgrades being less than one percent. For the post-
announcement period, we calculate cumulative abnormal returns for days + 2 to +40. Again we find little 
evidence of substantial drift, although there is some modest evidence of post-announcement drift of the 
expected direction for the ratings changes that were associated with changes in risk. Overall, the most 
striking result from this analysis of pre- and post-announcement abnormal returns is with respect to the 
pre-announcement period. If rating agencies are merely acting in response to information in the public 
domain, then assuming that they do so on a reasonably timely basis, we would expect to see cumulative 
abnormal returns of the expected sign in the two months before the rating announcement. Given that we 
do not see this, but that we do see significant returns in the announcement window, it would seem 
reasonable to conclude that there is news in the ratings announcements that was not already in the public 
domain.  
 
We hypothesised earlier that unexpected events should elicit a larger response from asset prices than 
expected ones. We find this hypothesis strongly supported in our stock market data. None of the expected 
ratings changes are associated with a significant stock price reaction. While this may in part be explained 
by the relatively low number of expected events (only 31 events were expected), the magnitude and sign 
of average and cumulative average returns is largely also strikingly different. For example, looking at 
upgrades and downgrades combined, cumulative event-window abnormal returns (Table 4) for an 
expected event are only 0.1 percent, whereas they are close to 1 percent for unexpected events. For 
downgrades that are associated with an increase in risk, the expected event has the wrong sign and is 
insignificant, whereas we estimate a large abnormal return of 2.2 percent for unexpected events. 
 
Of course, at least some of the abnormal returns are contaminated by news stories and the release of 
information about the bank, which became public information simultaneously to the ratings change. We 
noted earlier that if this is the case, the asset price reaction may in fact be due to this information and not 
due to the ratings change itself. It turns out that about half of all events in our sample were contaminated. 
Reporting the estimated abnormal returns separately for contaminated and uncontaminated events, we 
find that in for upgrades the average abnormal returns become insignificant for uncontaminated events. 
However, we cannot reject the presence of significant abnormal returns for downgrades, both in for the 
event day and the larger event window. This suggests that although the failure to control for 
contamination may overstate the effects of ratings changes, there also appears to be information contained 




17 This is consistent with the previous literature (e.g. Schweitzer et al. [1992]), which also finds larger effects of 
ratings changes on downgrades than on upgrades. 
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Finally, we were interested in whether it is important for rating agencies to agree. To test this we divided 
the sample into events which were associated with a diverging ratings change, i.e. a ratings agency 
diverging from an existing consensus and events which were associated with a ratings change establishing 
consensus, i.e. a ratings agency moving towards to the rating of the other two. We find a much larger 
price reaction to ratings changes that establish a consensus than vice versa. This is somewhat contrary to 
our earlier intuition that diverging ratings changes should have a larger impact on market prices. If it is 
robust, it would imply that markets value a consensus view of a bank. Note as before, however, that we 
are faced with very small samples in case of diverging ratings changes, which may affect both the size 
and significance of our estimated abnormal returns. 
 
7. Robustness 
The estimates of only modest reactions of asset prices to ratings changes in the case of bonds contrast 
with some of the previous literature and with our strong results for stocks. We were concerned that 
explanation or these puzzling results may be simply data problems, including the possible impact of 
nontrading effects due to low liquidity. We have attempted to address this possibility in a number of 
different ways. 
 
We divided our sample of bonds in three different ways in an attempt to focus on the more liquid bonds 
and potentially improve the quality of the data. First, we concentrated on bonds from the 10 largest banks 
in the sample (from the United Kingdom, France and Germany and the Netherlands), based on the notion 
that bonds for larger banks may be traded more frequently, improving data quality. In this case we 
obtained results that were even less encouraging. Second, we concentrated only on ratings changes that 
occurred in 1999 and 2000, based on the likelihood that liquidity may have improved more recently, for 
example in response to the introduction of the euro in 1999. In this case, the estimated impact for 
upgrades and downgrades were little different to the full sample estimates. Third, we concentrated on 
bonds included in the corporate bond indices of a major bond database (the Merrill Lynch Global Index 
database) since such indices focus on the larger and more liquid issues. The results in this case remained 
insignificant and were again not encouraging. Overall, our attempts to focus on a more liquid set of bonds 
provide no evidence of larger price impacts from ratings announcements.  
 
The failure to see any change in the results when focussing on more liquid segments of the bank bond 
markets led us to consider the possibility that our data source may not be providing us with accurate and 
reliable data. Towards this end, we compared data for the bonds in the sample obtained from Datastream 
to those we were using in the paper, which were obtained from Bloomberg. Overall the coverage in 
Datastream appeared worse than the one in Bloomberg and in those cases where a comparison was 
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feasible, Datastream data typically appeared to be a less suitable price series, in particular as regards the 
frequency with which prices appeared to be updated. 
 
To provide further evidence on data quality we also tested econometrically whether or not our estimates 
of abnormal returns may be affected by nontrading effects, due to infrequent trading or infrequent 
updating of prices. For both bonds and stocks, the basic results shown in Tables 3 and 4 were based on a 
market model (equation 1) which regresses the daily return for the individual security on the 
contemporaneous daily return for the relevant market index. To assess the possible impact of nontrading 
effects, we also estimated a model where we included the previous day’s return on the market index as an 
additional explanatory variable—this allows for nontrading effects in the individual security. As an 
additional test, we also ran regressions, which included both the previous day’s market return and the 
subsequent day’s market return. The latter is included to allow for the possibility that nontrading effects 
may be more of a problem for the market index than for the individual bank securities. 
 
Estimates of the alternative market model provide no evidence of nontrading effects for bank stocks. The 
median adjusted R-squared is 0.384 for the model with only the contemporaneous value of the market 
return, 0.383 when the lagged market return is included, and 0.392 when the subsequent day’s market 
return is included. The fact that the median (and average) R-squared does not rise following the inclusion 
of the lagged market return suggest that there is no evidence of nontrading effects in our bank stocks. 
However, the model that also includes the one-period lead of the market index shows a slight increase in 
the median (and average) adjusted R-squared which suggests that there may be some modest nontrading 
effects in our market indices. This is not surprising—bank stocks tend to be among the larger stocks 
within national stock markets so it is not surprising that they might respond more quickly than some other 
stocks to news that affects the entire market. However, the impact on goodness of fit is typically very 
limited, so it appears unnecessary to correct for nontrading effects in the equity market. 
 
By contrast, we find some evidence of nontrading effects in the bond data. For the model with only the 
contemporaneous market return, we obtain a median adjusted R-squared of 0.487, surprisingly high in 
light of the possible data problems that we were concerned about. The addition of a lagged market return 
to the market model has a larger impact than in the case of equities, increasing the median R-squared to 
0.528 (with a similar increase for the average R-squared). This suggests that there are at least some bonds 
in our sample that may have been subject to some nontrading problems, and suggests the need to correct 
for possible biases. The addition of a one-period lead of the market return results in a minor further 
increase in R-squared, but would not suggest the need for any correction for nontrading effects in the 
market indices. 
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In light of the evidence of possible nontrading effects in the bank bonds, we reestimated the market model 
including a one-period lag of the market return. The event-day average abnormal returns remained 
completely insignificant, as in Table 3. However, the three-day event period returns for both upgrades and 
downgrades both now show the “wrong” sign, and the pooled sample of upgrades and downgrades shows 
an impact of 7 basis points which is actually statistically significant. We interpret the rejection more as a 
Type I error rather than as an indication that bond prices actually respond counterintuitively to bond 
ratings changes. More generally, it suggests that our failure to find announcement effects (of the expected 
signs) is robust to a correction for a simple form of nontrading bias. 
 
Finally, we would have liked to test the conjecture that bond prices only move once the quality of the 
bank has deteriorated for some time and is close to the default point, as suggested in Credit Suisse First 
Boston [2001] and Gropp, Vesala and Vulpes [2001]. Given the methodology employed in the paper, this 
essentially amounts to testing whether a ratings change that moves a bank into or out of investment grade 
has a particularly powerful effect on asset prices. However, there were no such cases in our data. All 




The recent consultative paper by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision has raised the possibility 
of an explicit role for external rating agencies in the assessment of the credit risk of banks’ assets, 
including interbank claims. Any judgement on the merits of this proposal calls for an assessment of the 
information contained in credit ratings and its relationship to other publicly available information on the 
financial health of borrowers. We have assessed this issue via an event study of rating change 
announcements by leading international rating agencies, focussing on rating changes for European banks 
for which data on bond and equity prices are available. In total our sample consists of 186 ratings changes 
during 1989 to 2000. 
 
The evidence regarding whether bank ratings convey new information to bond and stock markets is 
mixed. For equity prices, we find strong effects of ratings changes, although some of our results may 
suffer from contamination by other contemporaneous news events. We also find strong evidence that the 
reason for the ratings is of central importance when analysing the impact of bond ratings on stock prices. 
Our results suggest that downgrades are associated with abnormal positive returns of up to 5 percent, if an 
increase in risk, rather than a deterioration of earnings motivated the downgrade. This confirms earlier 
                                                       
18 This is not necessarily a reflection of the excellent credit standing of the banks in the sample, but at least in part 
reflects the safety net and “too big to fail”. This can be seen when considering the “financial strength” ratings, which 
Moody’s and Fitch/IBCA assign to banks in order to rate the inherent strength of the bank in the absence of a safety 
net. Based on this rating, a number of banks were rated C or below. This issue is further explored in Gropp, Velsala 
and Vulpes [2001].  
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findings for U.S. stock prices in Goh and Ederington [1993]. Interesting, we estimate much higher 
abnormal returns for consenting ratings changes than for diverging ones. Although our findings have to be 
considered somewhat preliminary due to the relatively small sample size in case of diverging changes, 
they could be interpreted to suggest that markets value consensus. We also test for pre-announcement and 
post-announcement effects, and we interpret the absence of pre-announcement drift as evidence that there 
is news in the ratings announcements that was not already in the public domain. 
 
In contrast to the results for stocks, we find little evidence of announcement effects on bond prices. 
Although we cannot rule out the possibility that this is a reflection of data problems that result from the 
low liquidity in corporate bond markets in Europe for most of our sample period, we perform a substantial 
number of tests to this effect, all suggesting that data problems or low liquidity are not convincing 
candidates to explain the result.   
 
Given the strong results for stock prices, we are left with two potential explanations. One, bond prices do 
not react to ratings changes, because bondholders believe –rightly or wrongly- that they would be bailed 
out in any event, if the bank were to run into serious problems. Given that the banks in the sample are all 
large, we cannot rule out that “too big to fail” is the driving force behind our “non-result.” Second we 
cannot exclude the possibility that the result is due to the fact that all banks in our sample were quite far 
away from the default point. It has recently been suggested (e.g. Credit Suisse First Boston [2001] and 
Gropp, Vesala and Vulpes [2001]) that bond prices stay stable in the face of considerable stock price 
volatility and only react close to default. If this is the case, the evidence in this paper would not 
necessarily suggest that implicit safety net are preventing meaning monitoring by bondholders. This 
conclusion receives some further support from Gropp and Vesala [2001], who present some indirect 
evidence that bondholders perform a useful monitoring role in Europe in a sample very similar to the one 
in this paper. 
 
Although inconclusive, the apparently relatively weak monitoring by bondholders raises some doubts 
regarding the effectiveness of a subordinated debt requirement as a supervisory tool in the European 
context. The workability of subordinated debt requirements would be strongly dependent upon to what 
extent bondholders believe that banks can fail, in addition to a careful implementation of the other 
features of Calomiris’ [1999] proposal. Our paper also raises the possibility that, in the context of stock 
markets, due to relatively lax disclosure requirements of banks in some European countries, rating 
agencies can perform an important role in bringing information to the market. 
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Table 1. Events by country and number of banks 
 
 
 Bonds    Stocks   
 Number of events  Number of banks Number of events Number of banks
 
 
Austria 5  2  5  2 
Belgium 2  1  6  1 
Denmark 4  1  9  1 
Finland 4  1  14  1 
France 30  7  31  7 
Germany 27  6  24  6 
Greece 0  0  0  0 
Ireland 6  1 10  1 
Italy 12  2  18  3 
Luxembourg 0  0  0  0 
Netherlands 3  1  4  1 
Portugal 0  0  0  0 
Spain 7 2  10  2 
Sweden 0  0  0  0 
UK 29  6  31  6 
 
Total 129  30  162  31 
 
Source: Bloomberg, Moody's, Standard and Poor's.
 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ECB • Working Paper No 76 • August 2001 28Table 3. Average abnormal returns on event day 
 
Estimated average abnormal returns on day 0. Standard deviations are in parenthesis. For definitions of variables 
and categories see text. Abnormal returns significant at least at the 10 percent level are in bold. 
 
 All  Expected  Unexpected  Contaminated  Uncontaminated  Diverging  Consenting 
Upgrades and 
Downgrades 1/ 
































































N 63  4  37  34  7  5  36 















N  57  6  51 23  34 13  44 
















































N 42  2  18  15  5  2  18 















N  72  16  56 33  39 16  56 
















































N 21  2  19  19  2  3  18 
1/ Downgrades are treated as negative upgrades. 
ECB • Working Paper No 76 • August 2001 29Table 4. Cumulative average abnormal returns from –1 to +1 
 
Estimated cumulative average abnormal returns from day –1 to day +1. Standard deviations are in parenthesis. For 
definitions of variables and categories see text. Abnormal returns significant at least at the 10 percent level are in 
bold. 
 
 All  Expected  Unexpected  Contaminated  Uncontaminated  Diverging  Consenting 
Upgrades and 
Downgrades 1/ 
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